Professor Ching-chih Chen served as a member of the advisory board of the University Libraries at Carnegie Mellon University at the October board meeting. This fall, she was in Hsinchu and Taipei, Taiwan, discussing her NSF/IDLP International Digital Library Program collaborative research. On Nov. 15, she presented her talk on her Global Memory Net at the 2004 Annual Meeting of the American Society for Information Science and Technology in Providence, RI. On Dec. 2, she presented “Distributed Cross-Disciplinary China/US Collaboration for Universal Access: The Cases of Global Memory Net and China/US Million Book Digital Library Projects,” at the China-America Network Symposium 2004 in Miami, FL.

January 1, and his term as president begins in 2006. The largest association of psychologists worldwide, the APA has 151,000 members. Deborah Kolb, Deloitte Ellen Gabriel Professor for Women and Leadership, spoke on “Passing the Test: Negotiating for Leadership Success” at the Greater Boston Chamber Women’s Network Breakfast Nov. 17. Lee McIntyre, lecturer in the Department of Philosophy, published a paper on "Intentionality, Pluralism, and Redescription" in the December issue of Philosophy of the Social Sciences. Helen Reinherz ’46SW, SSW professor and principal investigator of the Simmons Longitudinal study, presented a paper on "Adolescent Suicidal Ideation: Normative Angst or Psychopathology Predictor at Age 30?" at the American Public Health Associ-